Print this order form out: Talk, Trust and Feel Therapeutics’ Order Form
Date_________
Email________________Phone ___________________ Purchase Number ______________
Ordered by:

Shipped To:

QTY

TITLE

Interactive CD-ROM “Get Your Angries Out”

EA. PRICE

$19.95

Books for Children on Feelings
The King and Queen of Mean NEW

$8.95

Hello Darkness My Old Friend NEW

$7.95

How to Let Go of Your Mad Baggage

SALE! (Reg. $9.95)

$2.95

The Mad Family Gets Their Mads Out

$9.95

Good Bye Ouchies and Grouchies, Hello Happy Feelings

$9.95

The Case of the Prickly Feelings

$9.95

Parents Fight Parents Make Up—Take Good Care of Yourself
“It doesn’t have to be the way it’s always been,
W can break the pattern and start again.”

$6.95

Lesson Plan Books

Kritana song lyric
Lesson Plans for Teaching Resilience to Children Black and white posters
Step
Back and Breathe: Lesson Plans to Teach Anger Management to Children
<:::>><<:::>><<:::>><<:::>><<:::>><<:::>><<::<:::>><<:::>><<:::>><<:::>><<::
Bullies Need Help Too: Lesson Plans to Help Bullies & Victims Black & white cartoons
The Freeze State of Flight, Fright and Freeze and Feeling Helpless
Teaching Emotional Intelligence to Children

$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$9.95

Lynne Namka, Ed. D. © 2011
We are finally getting to the basic understanding Adult
of how early
trauma experiences affect a life and how to
Books
alleviate some
of the effects
trauma. Dr. Robert
Scaer,
a neurologist working with people with severe $15.95
A Gathering
of of
Grandmothers:
Words
Of Wisdom
head trauma The
and pain
syndromes,
defines trauma as the imprisonment of the mind. Scaer is the author of $12.95
Doormat
Syndrome
The Trauma Spectrum: Hidden Wounds and Human Resiliency, and The Body Bears the Burden: Trauma
Relapse:
Catching
Your
Inner Con
DissociationAvoiding
and Disease.
His books
are most
instructive
in understanding post traumatic stress disorder $11.95
Your
Quick
Anger
Make
Over
(PTSD) and chronic pain that comes after accidents. His theories along with Steven Porges’ Polyvagel $10.95
Theory helped me understand how past trauma in my life lingers today as physical symptoms even though
I’ve worked through the emotional aspects.
Triple Scaer
Thesaid,
Mad“IFamily,
Good Bye
& Teaching Our brain is
In a recent interview
define trauma
as a Ouchies
life threat&inGrouchies
a state of helplessness.
$23.95
Threat
Intelligence
strongly wired
to protectEmotional
us from life
threats through a series of message systems in the limbic or
mammalianFantastic
brain that allow
us toOut
assess
and then institute
a self-preservation
response.
Angries
CD,danger
Mad Baggage,
Goodbye
Ouchies & Grouchies
and
$35.95
Teaching Emotional Intelligence
Four
The brain is wired to doAngries
that, andOut
doesCD,
so through
areas ofGoodbye
the brain, Ouchies
such as mainly
the amygdale.
Mad Baggage,
& Grouchies,
The This is
the fight-flight
Fab center
Five in the mammalian brain, which helps us assess danger and then begin a response to $44.95
Case of the Missing Feelings & Teaching Emotion Intel.
overcome it. Our brain is strongly wired to protect us from life threats through a series of message systems
in the limbic brain that allow us to assess danger and then institute a self-preservation response.
Free
Free Gift! How to Let Go of your Mad Baggage on orders over $75.00
The problem is, that at times, one cannot escape the threat and under these circumstances the brain is wired
Schools and institutions only, FAX Purchase Order 520-825-0556. If blocked, call 520-825-0555.
to initiate what's called a freeze, or immobility response, which has some survival benefits in that it allows
Subtotal
you
live in into
Arizona
add 8% tax
the animal or the person to not feel the pain of injuries and also perhaps to foolIfthe
predator
thinking
that you're already dead.
animals
are triggered
by theTucson,
immobility
Talk,Some
Trust(threatening)
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ignore you then.
Handling
Thank you for your check!

TOTAL

But the problem with this process is that if helplessness occurs, and the normal recovery from the freeze
response doesn'tTalk,
occur,Trust
which is&actually
kind of a discharge
of autonomic
physical
somatic
energy,AZ 85739
Feel Therapeutics,
5398
Golder and
Ranch
Road,
Tucson,
then we have a conditioned response whereby all the body memories -- we call them procedural memories - and sensations of that experience are stored in the survival brain.
And that's important because the survival brain has to learn with each threatening experience what's
dangerous and build up a repertoire of survival-based instincts and capacities. If you freeze and don't get
rid of that energy, that will be stuck in your brain as a conditioned survival response, but a false response.

TOTAL

BOOKS SHIPPING AND HANDLING sent via U.S. Post Office Parcel Post
# of Books
1
2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9
10 - 14
15

U.S. P. O. Media Mail Shipping &
Handling Charges
$4.75
$5.50
$6.50
$7.80
$8.20
$8.50
$10.00

Canadian Shipping & Handling
Charges [U.S. Funds only]
$6.50
$8.50
$10.50
$12.50
$11.50
$13.00
$15.00

SHIPPING AND HANDLING sent via U.S. Post Office Parcel Post
Make all checks payable to Talk, Trust & Feel Therapeutics
Talk, Trust & Feel Therapeutics 5398 Golder Ranch Road, Tucson, AZ 85739
We do not ship outside of the USA and Canada.
For European orders, our books available at Amazon.com,UK
Kindle & Smashwords.com as e-books. Do a web search in the UK and
Europe to find our paperback and electronic distributors.
We are a small company and don’t accept e-mail, FAX or credit card orders.
Purchase orders from schools and institutions are accepted.
My fiction books, Love as a Fine Species of Madness, two adult fairy tales, The Loathsome Lady
and Castalia Ever After are available at Amazon.com in Kindle & paperback.
Children’s Self-Help Books about Feelings

…..
Lesson Plan Books to Teach Social Skills—Yes, You Too Can Teach Social Skills!

We hope our products which teach responsibility and love in action help you and your children!
 Thank you for your order! 

